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TRANSPORTATION (as punishment for slave resistance) 

 As punishment for serious crimes such as attempted murder, burglary, or slave 

resistance, antebellum Southern lawmakers and judges increasingly sold slaves out of state, 

this practice was known as transportation.  Transportation accomplished the same purpose as 

execution; it removed the offending individual from the local slave society and also protected 

the master’s investment.  The sale of the slave paid for the cost of jailing at the local and state 

level, transferal of slaves from their masters residence to jail and on to prospective buyers, 

and compensated owners for their loss. 

 Many southern slave owners believed transportation protected their capital investment 

and also improved the conditions of slavery.  Thomas Jefferson first advocated transportation 

for slave convicts and endorsed Virginia’s 1801 transportation law after the planned uprising 

led by Gabriel Prosser in 1800.  Jefferson and others viewed capital punishment of slaves as a 

condemnation of the already condemned. 

 Generally the practice of transportation moved slaves from the Upper South to the 

Lower South, and later to states in the Southwest.  Occasionally slaves were transported out of 

the United States and sold in the Caribbean.  As the practice was codified into law, most states 

required that slaves convicted and sentenced to transportation be removed from their borders.  

Slave traders usually complied with this requirement, however this was often due to the 

demands of the market rather than a desire to follow the letter of the law. Increasingly buyers 

from the Deep South complained that the Upper South used them as a dumping ground for all 

of their enslaved criminals.  
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